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Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 198
pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.5in.Accounting Basics: Study Guide is probably the most
comprehensive basic accounting theory book in existence today. And with its concise and clear
explanations and 130 diagrams and images to bring the subject to life, it is also the simplest. It is
quite simply the perfect guidebook and study aide for the accounting student. And while
Accounting Basics: Study Guide has been tailor made for both high school and college students, it
is also very handy for working professionals who need to brush up on all the basic accounting
concepts and practices. Using this book you will: Fully understand the double-entry system of
accounting (i. e. why one debits one thing and credits another) Learn the connection between the
basic accounting equation and every single accounting entry you will ever make No longer need to
memorize debits and credits (youll jump your grades at the same time) Learn the format for T-
accounts, the trial balance and all the financial statements Fully grasp inventory, the cost of goods
sold formula and manufacturing businesses Master depreciation, doubtful debts and closing (year-
end) entries And much,...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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